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SHOCK SPECTRA
I. Definition
The shock spectrum S_(_) is the maximum acceleration response of a single-degree-ot'-freedom oscillator of mass m, damping ¥ = 2C/Cc, and
.oO naturalfrequer_cy _ to abase acceleration uI{T) {Fig. l).
where (_R(T} is the acceleration of the mass m relative to the base. Here the base is the spacecraft/launch vehicle interface.
It is noted that:
The base acceleration u I(T) is an input unaffected by the presence of the oscillator;
i.e., the impedance of the oscillator is infinitesimal compared to that of the base.
I uR(T)
k=w2m ¢= ),wm
The shock spectrum is a function of two variables, the natural f frequency _ and the damping ¥ of the oscillator, and exhibits a series of peaks of various heights and sharpnesseso o (3)
The maximum reaction force F I on the spring connecting the mass m to the base "s equal to the inertia_. force of the mass rn.
Therefore, the shock spectrum is a measure of the reaction force on a unit mass. This observation is an essential part of the method presented in this report.
Envelope
Because in structural design one has to consider the most critical loading condition, itis customary to envelope the ensemble of shock spectra , n = 1,2. ..... N, of the interface acceleration of previous flights,measured or calculated, using the same launch vehicle in order to determine a shock spectra envelope SYe which is substitutedfor SY(w). The construction of the envelope introduces a degree of conservatism that depends apon how it is done. Figure 2 shows the traditionalenveloping technique by which straight lines are drawn tangent to the highest peaks of the 6) .
The maximum amplitude of the velocity response ui of the mass of the i oscillator due to F E occurs at w=w and is given by 
M k where M k is the mobility corresponding to one launch vehicle mode in Eq. (6), in which the arbitrary location of point E has been taken at the interface I for convenience ($E = $I )' The equivalent force F E is an external force at the interface I,
m k yk'wk (6j+ 1} 2.
Interface Reaction
When the launch vehicle is loaded by the spacecraft (Fig.  7) , a reaction force { F I _ is induced by the space_raft on the launch vehicle interface.
For the launch vehicle the interface velocity I ui } is the mobility _ 
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Typical Shock Spectra Envelopes
Shock spectra envelopes for axial and lateral acceleration at the top of the ztub adaptor of the Titan IIIC are shown in Fig.  12 . These envelopes are based on simulated flights using engine chamber pressures to generate forci ing functions and both Viking and Helios spacecraft models, i
Damping

I
If the spacecraft damping is not known accurately, the reaction can i still be bounded by evaluating the reaction using both a tow and a high estimate of the damping in combination with the corresponding shock spectra.
E. GENERALIZATION
I.
Modal Reaction Force R The derivation of the reaction force F 1 in Section II-D-2 was done for a single-degree-of-freedom oscillator along its line of motion. The The mo_ioo Ioi _ at tho'o,orfaco Iis tho modo s"ape {'_ Io' t"at ioter'ace for mode k times the modal motion U k of the launch vehicle {°_I: {°_ 1_k ,26, ' k The motion at the data point uD is the mode'shape CD evaluated at the data point times the modal motion of the launch vehicle uk:
From Eqs. (26) and (27) and _. Figure A=2 shows the ratio _ of r for _--0.0Z and several _ and yi/yk. Figure A-3 shows the ratio ._ as a function of 61 for r -I and several yi/yk and _.
Those curves show that, except for the tuned case _k _ wi, the ratio .@ remains relatively constant, slightlyhigher than unity; i.e. , the amplitude of the unloaded interface acceleration is only slightlyhigher than that of the loaded interface. 
